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reading comprehension

Activity            Stop and Think

Read the paragraphs. 
Stop and think as you read.

Sports change Clara’s life. Clara wants to  
give back. She wants to help children.  
Children who play sports tend to stay in school.

Stop and think: Do you think sports help children  
 stay in school? Why or why not?  
 What else helps children stay in school?

Clara wants children to see the power of sports.  
She wants all children to have goals.

Stop and think: Do you think it’s important for children  
 to have goals? Why or why not.

Good readers are active readers.

Good readers stop and think about 
what they are reading. Active reading 
helps readers understand the ideas.
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Activity            Main Idea and Details

Read the details.  
Circle the correct main idea.

The first one is an example.

12

The writer’s words The invisible message

 
Clara rides in all sorts of weather. 

Clara trains very hard. 
Clara works hard to reach her goal.

1. Clara wins six Olympic medals.
 

2. Clara’s smile lights up the stadium.
 

Activity            Invisible Messages

Read the writer’s words. 
Figure out the invisible message.

23

Good readers can find  
the main idea and details.

The main idea is the important idea. 
The details support the main idea. 

The details help you understand  
and remember the main idea.

Writers do not always explain everything.

Sometimes, writers expect readers to read 
between the lines. Writers expect readers 
to figure out the invisible messages.

Details Main Idea

Clara feels no worth.
Clara sleeps too much.
Clara cries too much.

(a) Clara is depressed.
(b) Clara gains weight.

Clara steals.
Clara uses soft drugs.
Clara drinks too much.

1 (a) Clara likes to party.
   (b) Clara gets into trouble as a teenager.

Clara wins a bronze medal in skating.
Clara wins a silver medal in skating.
Clara wins a gold medal in skating.

2 (a) Clara is happy to win medals.
   (b) Clara wins many medals.
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Activity            Fact and Opinion

Read the sentences. 
Write (F) for fact or (O) for opinion.

1. Many people suffer from depression. _____ 
One in five people suffer from depression. _____

2. Clara donates to a charity called Take a Hike. _____ 
Clara has a big heart. _____

3. Clara carries Canada’s flag in the 2010 Olympics. _____ 
People respect Clara for her Olympic success. _____

34

Question Chapter Answer

When is Clara born? Early Years 1974

1. What was Clara’s childhood  
    like?

 
 

2. How old is Clara when she first  
    dreams about skating?

 
 

3. When does Clara win her first  
    gold medal?

 
 

Activity            The Table of Contents

Read each question. 
Look at the Contents page in your book. 
Which chapter has the answer to the question? 
Write the name of the chapter. 
Find the answer to the question. Write the answer.
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Good readers know the difference 
between facts and opinions.

Facts can be proven.

Opinions are personal beliefs.

Good readers use the Table of Contents. 

The Table of Contents helps readers  
find information quickly.
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Activity            Make a Connection

Read the idea from the story. 
Make a connection to your life.

6
Reading is more than understanding 
the ideas on a page.

Good readers connect the ideas  
to their lives. 

Idea

Now, Clara has a goal. Now,  
Clara has a dream. Clara knows  
she can change her life.

Your Life

Big goals can change our lives. But smaller goals can have  
far-reaching effects, too. For example, a mother’s goal is to take a  
walk three times a week. Walking gives her energy. She feels better  
about herself. She finds she has more patience with her children.

Describe a big goal you want to reach. 
How will reaching this goal change your life? 
How does working toward reaching this goal make you feel? Why?

Describe a smaller goal you have. 
How will reaching this goal … 
 affect your life?  
 Affect the life of a friend or family member?
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1
Good writers know that  
writing is a process.

Good writers think of ideas 
before they write.

Good writers check their writing.

l Writing l

Activity            Write Your Ideas

Complete these paragraphs about goals. 
Use your ideas from Activity 6.

Your teacher will help you with spelling.

Read each paragraph out loud. 
Which paragraph do you like better? 
Copy the paragraph on the lines.

Check for capital letters and end punctuation.

Paragraph 1

My big goal is to __________________________________________________________ .

Reaching this goal will ______________________________________________________

______________ . Trying to reach this goal makes me feel ________________________

_______________ because __________________________________________________ .

Paragraph 2

A small goal I have is ______________________________________________________ .

Reaching this goal will _____________________________________________________ .

Reaching this goal will also _________________________________________________ .
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Activity            Organize Ideas

Look at the time line.

1. What is the topic of the time line? 
2. How many events are on the time line? 
3. Why does the time line go up and down?

2 5
Good writers know  
that writing is a process.

Good writers organize their ideas 
before they write.

One way to organize ideas  
is to use time lines.

Clara Hughes’ Time Line

1981
Clara’s parents 
separate; Clara 
goes down a  

bad path

1988
Clara decides  
to become a  
speed skater

1990
Clara trains  
in cycling

1996
Clara wins  

medals in cycling; 
Clara is depressed 

1998
Clara decides  

to train  
as a speed  

skater  
again

2002
Clara wins  
an Olympic 

medal in  
speed skating 

2006
Clara wins  

silver and gold  
in speed  
skating

2010
Clara carries  

Canada’s  
flag in the  
Olympics

Choose details from the idea map to complete the paragraphs.

Copy the details into the paragraphs.

Paragraph 1: Clara Finds a Dream

When Clara’s parents separate, Clara __________________________________________

___________ . She decides to become a speed skater  _____________________________

________________________ . I n 1990, Clara starts ______________________________

_________________________________ instead.

Paragraph 2: Clara Goes Back to her Dream

In 1996, Clara _____________________________________________________________

_______. But Clara is ____________________________________ . She decides to _____

__________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________ in 1998.
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Activity            Use Capital Letters and Punctuation

Read these sentences. 
Circle the capital letters and end punctuation.

1. Clara Hughes is a speed skater.

2. Did she win medals?

3. She was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

4. Clara donates to Right to Play.

Read these sentences. 
Add capital letters and end punctuation.

5. clara sees gaetan boucher skate

6. she wins medals in speed skating

7. the host city is vancouver

8. who carries canada’s flag

9. clara donates to take a hike

3

In this activity…

 use capital letters

  at the beginning of a sentence,  
 with names of people and places, and 
 with the names of organizations.

 use punctuation

  at the end of a sentence.

6

Paragraph 3: Clara’s Dream Comes True

In 2002, Clara wins ______________________________________________________ in 

speed skating. She wins silver and gold in __________________________________ . In 

2010, Clara _______________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________ .

Think of your life or the life of somebody you know. 
Draw a time line.
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Activity            Predict the Word

Complete each sentence. 
Use the pictures to predict the word.

1 7

l  Word Attack Skills l

Readers see new words all the time. 
They need to decode the new words.

Good readers decode words  
in different ways. 

They use pictures to predict words. 
They use meaning clues to predict words.

These are two ways to decode words.

Complete each sentence. 
Use meaning clues to predict the word.

3. Athletes _____________________ their country’s flag in the parade.

4. Children who ____________________ sports tend to stay in school.

5. People do not feel alone when they ____________________ their stories.
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 1. The _______________________ 
hang on the wall.

 2. Clara ______________________ 
the flowers.
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word attack skills

Activity            Find Common Patterns

Look at each word in the box. 
Each word has a common pattern. 
Group the words under the correct pattern.

2

Good readers look for  
common patterns in words.

This is another way to decode words.

race 4 pile  pace  west

best  rest  test  while

mile  face  smile  place

ace  est  ile

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

________________   _______________   _______________

Read the sentences in the box. 
Circle the words that have one of these patterns:

   ace   est   ile

race

Find the Common Patterns

1. Sports have no place in Clara’s life.
2. Then Clara wins gold in the race.

3. Clara trains to be the best she can.
4. She does not rest.

5. Clara’s smile lights up the stadium.
6. She carries the flag while the fans cheer.

Many words have common patterns. 

The patterns look and sound the same.

8
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Activity            Divide and Conquer

Read these words. 
Look for common endings. 
Write the base word on the line.

waves  _______________

cheering _______________

1. drinks _______________

2. moves _______________

3. watches _______________

4. going _______________

5. competes _______________

6. changes _______________

7. trains _______________

 
Read each sentence out loud. 
Circle the words with common endings.

15. Clara waves to the crowd.

16. The crowd is cheering.

17. Clara drinks too much  
 as a teenager.

18. She moves out.

19. She watches Gaetan on T.V.

20. Clara is going to train  
 to speed skate.

3 8

Many words have a base word with 
a common ending.

Good readers look for base words 
and common endings

This is another way to decode words.

 8. months _______________

 9. donates _______________

 10. helps _______________

 11. goals _______________

 12. talks _______________

 13. wanting _______________

 14. sports _______________

wave

cheer

21. She competes in the race.

22. She changes her coach.

23. She trains for seven months.

24. She donates money and helps  
 children have goals.

25. She talks about not wanting  
 to train.

26. Sports change her life.

clara hughes
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l Crossword l

Clara Hughes

Crossword Clues

All the answers to the clues are from Clara Hughes’ biography.

ACROSS

 2. a person who helps athletes train

 5. we do this at night because we are tired

 6. opposite of thin

 7. a world-wide sports event that happens  
 in the summer and the winter 

 12. prepare for a sports event

 13. January, March, June, December

 14. make a decision

DOWN

 1. Canada, United States, Mexico, Germany

 3. we do this when we are very sad

 4. the Olympics has bronze, silver,  
 and gold ones

 5. take something that does not belong to you

 8. skating, cycling, baseball, hockey

 9. give money to a charity

 10. opposite of light

 11. a person who rides a bicycle

1

2 3

4

5

6

7 8

9

10 11

12

13

14
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Clara Hughes

1. Main Idea and Details: (1) b  (2) b

2. Invisible Messages*: (1) Clara is an excellent athlete. Clara is a  
world-class athlete.  (2) Clara has a beautiful smile. Clara’s smile makes  
people happy.

3. Fact and Opinion: (1) O/F (2) F/O (3) F/O

4. Table of Contents: (1) Early Years / Clara finds trouble as a teen. (2) Clara’s Dream / 16 (3) Clara Wins 
Gold / in the 2006 Olympics

5. Organize Ideas: (1) Clara Hughes’ life (2) 8 (3) positive events go up and negative events go down 
Paragraph 1: goes down a bad path / in 1988 / to train in cycling  Paragraph 2: wins medals in cycling / 
depressed / train as a speed skater again  Paragraph 3: an Olympic medal / 2006 / carries Canada’s flag  
in the Olympics

 6. Use Capital Letters and Punctuation: (1) Clara Hughes is a speed skater. (2) Did she win medals?  
(3) She was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba. (4) Clara donates to Right to Play. (5) Clara sees Gaetan Boucher 
skate. (6) She wins medals in speed skating. (7) The host city is Vancouver. (8) Who carries Canada’s flag? 
(9) Clara donates to Take a Hike.

7. Predict the Word*: (1) skates (2) holds; raises; waves (3) carry; wave (4) play; like (5) share; tell

8. Find Common Patterns: (1) place (2) race (3) best (4) rest (5) smile (6) while

9. Divide and Conquer: (1) drink (2) move (3) watch (4) go (5) compete (6) change (7) train (8) month  
(9) donate (10) help (11) goal (12) talk (13) want (14) sport (15) waves (16) cheering (17) drinks  
(18) moves (19) watches (20) going (21) competes (22) changes (23) trains / months (24) donates /  
helps / goals (25) talks / wanting (26) sports

*Accept any answer that makes sense.

Crossword Solution
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